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Jane Dudley
Will Appear
Here July 6

VIOLINIST TO APPEAR
IN RECITAL ON CAMPUS

Great Battle
| Is R ecalled !
By Painting

Visitors' tickets are being of
fered to Missoula townspeople by
the Department of English at a
charge of $5 per ticket. Lectures
by visiting or local professors in
the department ma>\ he attended
without the necessity of register
ing at the State University and
enrolling for the course. This
ticket also entitles the holder to
attend the W riters’ Conference
lectures which will be held the
latter part of July.

Attention has been called during
MU* Jane Dudley of Madison, WIs..
the current week to the fact that Sat
, considered by critics to be one of the
urday
was the anniversary of the
outstanding violinist* of the country |
battle of the Little Big Horn, in which
today, will appear Wednesday. July 6.
General Custer and his command were
at 8:30 p. m. In Main hall auditorium
killed by the Sioux. This gives spe
In a recital sponsored by the State j
cial interest to the painting which
University School of Music.
hangs In the entrance corridor of
Tickets for the recital may be ob
Natural Science hall, a picture which
tained any time this week and the first
is worth the careful study of all stu
part of next week from Carl Blair at
dents.
the A. S. U. M. office In Main hall
“Custer’s Last Stand” was painted
or from Prof. A. H. Wolsberg.
I by Edgar S. Paxson, distinguished
Miss Dudley began the study of the
Miss Jane Dudley of Madison, Wls„ Montana artist, who was 20 years In
violin when she was but five years onsldered one of America’s foremost completing it, so careful was he to
old, hor first Instrument being one of L ,0llIltou, wln be heard at Main hall Insure the accuracy of its details. The
miniature design made expressly for auditorium next Wednesday.
setting of the scene of this portrayal
children. At the age of 13 she won a _________ _ _____________________
of the great tragedy was carefully
state-wide content and ever since has ^
• i
jri
studied; each of the whites in the pic
been either studying the violin or D f l Q g g E j X p C I l S
ture is shown upon the spot where
playing before both large and small |
he fell in the fatal battle, Mr. Paxson
audiences.
having visited the battlefield several
Nearly all of her violin training has
times and noted the locations of the
been with private teachers—first with
markers set up there.
Waldo Geltch. then with Cecil Bur
The faces of General Custer, Adju
leigh, considered to be the most jf|, Kdltli .Hemmers, Willard Atkins
tant Cook, Capt. Tom Custer, Captain
eminent American composer for the
Attain Honors In Furious
Yates. Lieutenant Porter and Jim
violin, and finally wltli Leopold Auer
Battle With Cards
Boyer, scout, in the center of the pic
of New York City, reputed to be the
ture, are portraits, accurately exe
world's greatest master of the violin.
Paging Mr. and Mrs. Eli Culbertson cuted, their friends have said. These
When only 1G, Miss Dudley in com and Mr. Lentz! The glory and glamour portraits are from sketches which Mr.
petition with more than *20 violinists, which they won in their famous bridge Paxson had made during his early
won a free scholarship for study tournament last winter is being over association with the regiment, and
under Auer, who made Elman, Heifetz shadowed by a greater battle now be from photographs.
and Zlmballst the great artists they
Of the Indians, Chief Gaul, Crazy
ing waged in the West. Out in this
are today. Auer has predicted a bril great country where hearts are stout Horse, Rain-in-the-Face, Crow King,
liant career for Miss Dudley.
er, there will be no nervous break and others were painted from life by
Miss Dudley has also studied violin downs—unless it Is of rules and cus Mr. Paxson during the years he spent
technique with Paul Stassevltch and toms. Here it Is a case of the survival in the production of this picture.
Sergl Korgueff, quartette playing of the fittest and every man or woman
The painting has been exhibited in
under Samuel Gardner and harmony for himself.
a number of eastern a rt galleries and
at the Institute of Musical Arts, New
Last night in the North hall dining at three world fairs. Some of the In
York City, of which Dr. Frank Dam- room 15 tables of bridge were played dians who took part in the battle have
rosch Is dean.
as westerners play ' it. The combat critically Inspected it and have given
The vlollfi which Miss Dudley is waxed fast and furious. Kings and it their approval.
In the Missoula county courthouse
now playing is one of three made by Queens were slaughtered. Aces were
the great master. J. B. Guadagninl. lost. Deuces ran off with Jacks. Bril there Is a series of mural paintings
One was acquired by the famous liant plays such as had never before by Paxson, depicting epochal events
Joachim, one is unaccounted for and been heard of or seen were made. It in western Montana history which
the third is in Miss Dudley’s posses was in truth a revolution. To Culbert will be found interesting to summersion. It bears the date 1774.
son or Lentz it would have been a session students,

Bid and Finesse
In First Tourney

Art Department
Exhibits P rin ts
Of Famed Works
Five Modernistic Drawings, the Work
Of University Graduate, Are
Also* Being Displayed
This week’s a rt exhibit which is on
display in the a rt gallery in Main hall
includes a group of Seeman color
prints of world famous paintings. Inluded also in the exhibition are five
modernistic drawings by Mrs. P. H.
Kurtzahn of Berkeley, Calif., a grad
uate of the State University.
J^ast week'8 exhibit featured 210 re
productions of engravings made from
well-known paintings illustrating fa
mous characters and scenes of Eng
lish literature.
"The enrollment for summer session
n the Department of Fine Arts is
larger than it has ever been,” said
f. C. H. Riedell. head of the de
partment. "The present enrollment is
60 as compared with 50 last summer.”

Prof. Babcock
To Read Play
Next Friday
University of Utah Woman Selects
“Caesar and Cleopatra” from
Large Repertoire

Prof. Maud May Babcock, head of
the Department of Public Speaking at
the University of Utah, associate ed
itor of the National Quarterly Journal
of Speech and president of a national
dramatic fraternity, will give a read
ing here at 8:15 o’clock next Friday
Editor of Folk-Kaj Delivers First of
evening, July 1, at the Little Theater.
Six Weekly Lectures
Miss Babcock will give Bernard
Shaw’s play, "Caesar and Cleopatra."
Dr, B. A. Botkin, professor of Eng
The repertoire from which this play
lish at the University of Oklahoma
was chosen contains Shakespearean
and editor of Folk-Say, an annual re
plays, some Ibsen plays, John Drinkgional publication of historical docu
water’s play, "Abraham Lincoln,” and
ments and regional writings, gave a
three Irish plays, besides a series of
talk on "Regionalism: Cult or Cul
10 lectures on literary forms and
ture?" Thursday morning at 11 o'clock
styles,
In the Little Theater.
Miss Babcock has had a great deal
Dr. Botkin quoted the words of sev
of experience In reading before col
eral well-known American critics who
leges and clubs, for lecture courses
believe that regionalism Is merely a
and Chautauqua audiences all over the
cult, followed for the time being by
United States. She has also given her
people who are making a hobby of
readings in England, France, Germany
hntiquarlanism. "a provincial vice.”
and
the Hawaiian Islands,
Instructors and Students to Play; C te* (lepi,rled with * new ltlentlty'
The willing adaptation of people to
T
. T
..
D
1Montanans,
The Frontier is sponsoring Miss
lenms lournament May Be
with a perfection that comes from
the land and environment in which
Babcock's programme here.
Held in Near Future
long experience, President C. H. Clapp
they find themselves was given as one
definition of regional culture.
------------Imasterfully conducted the "get acThis was the first of a series of six
"Brush up on your g o lf is the ad- quainted” dance, which served ae an
talks to be given on the subject of re- vice offered summer school students ice-breaker to the reserve of all stran(lonallsm. All of these talks are open and faculty members by Harry Adams, gers. Men were lined up along one
to the public, free of charge. H. G. instructor in Physical Education, side of the hall, the women on the
Merrlsm. head of the Department of "Shortly after we get the Fourth of other. At the signal from Dr. Clapp
Summer session students boarding
English, will give the second of the July celebrated we’re going to settle they rushed to the center of the floor, at Corbin hall, who have paid in ad
series next Thursday on "Recent Re- down to a few days of championship I picking partners at random and vance for the nine weeks, six weeks
gional Fiction.”
golf play.”
danced off with new friends.
or by the month, will be allowed cash
— ............ ..........—•—
Due to the increased enrollment of
Nat Allen’s orchestra, made up of refunds should they decide to»take the
#
men students, Mr. Adams is making university students and alumni, *fur- week-end trips to Holland lake or
U ra m a tlC 8 P ro fe s s o r
plans for the largest summer school nislied the music. Miss Anne Reeley, Glacier National park. Refunds will
tournament
history. Already {social director of the summer session. not be allowed for any of the other
bug has bitten many of the stu- was in charge.
week-end excursions.
---------------------- :----Idents who are dally training on the
For the Holland lake trip July 2, 3
Alexander Dean, visiting professor 18-hole course south of the campus.
and 4, a refund of (1.40 will be al
In the Department of English during. -The course is In exceptionally fine\ D r . C l a p p U n a b l e
lowed, while 82 will be\ allowed for
the summer, has arrived to take up condition." Mr. Adams says. "The
the Glacier park trip, July 21, 22, 23
his scheduled work. Professor Dean heavy rains of a few weeks ago have
land 24. Those getting the refund will
Is a member of the fam ily In the given the grass on the fairways a
pay the regular rates for the trip in
school of drama at Yale and Is well Igood start and the careful attention
Because his car was badly damaged I ,
^ _ ____ .
'advance as usual.
known locally for his dramatic work I given the course by Phil Patterson j while parked in front of Main ball
Refunds for the Holland lake trip
at Montana He will conduct three)has kept it in fine shape. The high Saturday night, when it was struck by can be obtained by applying at the
courses here this summer: Direction |grass in the rough has recently been [another car rounding the oval, Presicashier's desk In Corbin hall dining
of Dramatic Presentation. The Amert- j mowed ao that hooks and slices will dent C. H. Clapp will be unable to
room. July 5 and 6. Refunds for the
cau Theater Since the Civil War. and |not leave the player at too much of (accompany the summer session excurGlacier park trip will be made July
Creatlve Dramatic Writing. Mrs. Dean. L disadvantage."
slonlsts to Holland lake. Dr. J. W.
land 26.
who was \ irginia Dixon, will spend; Mr. Adams Is in hopes that enough ISevery will lead the hike up Gordon
the summer here, her former home.
interest will be shown in tennis dur- j pass in the absence of Dr. Clapp.
DANCE AT NORTH HALL
ing the summer to warrant a tourna— ....-■..................... ■
Savannah. Ga.. is represented on ment and has asked that all tennis
Mrs. Katherine Schroeder, director!
the campus this summer by Caroline enthusiasts turn in their names to |o f the clerical service division, has reThe second dance of the summer
Kee. Miss Ke* is a senior In the jour- him as soon as possible. Should [turned from Minneapolis, Minn., where |session willbe held
at North
hall,
nalistn school of the University of [enough care to enter, the tournament (she attended the marriage of her (Friday evening at 9o'clock. All sumGeorgia. This Is her first quarter at (will be arranged to take place pos-(daughter, Marian, to Lester Graham |m er school students have been invited
J the State University of Montana.
Jaibly next month.
(Roth are State University alumni.
[to attend.

Crowd Is Present
As Social Season
Opens With Mixer

Adams Plans
G olf Match
During July\

University Allows
Refunds for Trips

To Make Journey

Following the Lewis and Clark
Trail Through Montana" was the
subject of an illustrated lecture given
by Dr. J. P. Rowe, head of the Depart
ment of Geology, before the second
on vocation of the summer session'
held In Main* hall auditorium at 11
lock Tuesday morning. By means
of the pictures and an Interesting
discussion Dr. Rowe gave his audience
a glimpse of Montana" which includid scenic beauties and natural re
sources of the commonwealth.
Dr. J. P. Rowe, head of the Depart
The first white men ever to traverse
ment of Geology, who addressed sum
mer session students at convocation Montana, Lewis and Clark, crossed
what later became the eastern boun
Tuesday.
dary line of the state on April 27,1805,
after a trip overland from St. Louis.
They followed the Missouri river to
Three Forks, naming the rivers which
they encountered en route, then up
the Jefferson and Beaverhead rivers
and on into Idaho. Returning, they
traced the Bitter Root river and the
Lolo to Travellers’ Rest, now the town
H. B. Chadbourne Is Author of Many
of Lolo, where they camped in 1806.
Juvenile Stories; Will Talk
They separated there, to meet later.
About Ills Work
Clark went across the southern part
of the state to the rendezvous, while
H. B. Chadbourne, formerly an Captain Lewis explored the Marlas
assistant editor of the Youth’s Com river before proceeding eastward. The
panion magazine and author of many route of their expedition was traced on
stories for juveniles, will attend the a map as Dr. Rowe related the prog
W riters’ Conference to be held
ress of the exploration.
Missoula July 18, 19 and 20. He will
Slides depicting the magnificent
talk on the writing of stories for chll scenery of Glacier National park,
dren and about the editorial work which lies entirely within Montana,
connected with a magazine.
and of Yellowstone National park,
Prior to his work on the Youth’i which is partially included In this
Companion, Mr. Chadbourne was a state, were shown. The former en
master at Groton school for boys, In compasses some of the grandest scen
Massachusetts. For the past eight ery to be seen in all the world, Dr.
years he has lived in Glacier park, o n \R o y fe stated,* w h ile~ th e W ter’ te one
Lake McDonald.
of the three geyser regions of im
portance. He described the panorama
on the Logan pass trip, in Glacier
park, as the most beautiful scene in
he country.
CURTISS ARRIVES
Montana contains 147,000 square
miles,
Is 275 miles from north to south
N. B. Curtiss, who was a special
and 535 miles from east to west, and
lecturer in the School of Business Ad
has a population of slightly more than
ministration last summer, arrived
537,000, Dr. Rowe said in presenting
Monday afternoon and will give two
interesting facts about the Treasure
lectures and hold conferences with
students who are preparing to teach Eighteen to Have Names on Ballot state. It is the third largest state In
Union in the area of national for
commercial subjects. Mr. Curtiss is
When People of State Vote
ests within Its boundaries. At one
an instructor in the Westinghouse
In Primary Election
time it was the greatest grazing state
high school in Pittsburgh. After a
in the country, and is still the second
few days in Montana he will go to
Names of at least 18 graduates of in production of wool. Of seven mil
Chicago.
the .School of Law will appear on the lion acres which may be irrigated*
ballots of various Montana counties at three million already are under the
the coming primaries. Of the 18. three ditch. Montana is sixth In possible
are running for state offices and 14 hydro-electricity, and tenth in actual
for county offices. One of the candi production. There are 380 billion tons
dates is a woman, Miss Frances Elge, of coal in Treasure state ground.
Music by the glee club completed
administrator in Lewis and Clark the convocation programme. The club
(county.
sang "All Through the Night,” an
Dr. G. C. Ruble Taken Into Counci
Two members of the 1932 graduat old Welch folk-song, and "Triumph
And Adopted by Chief; Given
ing class have already tossed their Thanksgiving” by Rachmaninoff under
Name of “Neenah-Ktalikoo”
hats into the political ring. Walter the direction of Dean DeLoss Smith
_________
Murphy is campaigning for county of the School of Music. Mrs. Smith
As the result of an address he gave altorney of Mlneral count>' a*al,18t played the accompaniments.
to the fulibloods in council ot the Rlchar(l Wellcome. '28. incumbent
Professor W. E. Maddock presided,
Blackfeet tribe of Indians at B row n-|whlle Harold G- Dean 18 8eekln* ,he and made several announcements be
ing this spring, Dr. G. C. Ruhle, a county attorney post in Sanders fore Introducing the speaker. Profes
former student at the State Univer county.
sor H. G. Merriam, head of the Eng
Other candidates for county attor
sity and at present the park naturalist
lish department, will review the book
at Glacier National park, was adopted I™? Po s it io , , s in c , u d e :
Ipart from "Of Thee 1 Sing,” the musi
Bob Allen, 31, Madison county; Don cal comedy satirizing American life
nto the tribe with full ceremony.
The purpose of his address was to ovan Warden, ’23, incumbent, George and politics, which had a great suc
form better relations between the F. T. Higgins. *29, and Fred Schilling, cess on Broadway, at convocation next
tribe and the National Park service. ’31, Missoula county; “Gene” Grandey, week. Friday evening a dance for all
To show their esteem of Dr. Ruhle, ’31, McCone county; “Pat" E. M. summer students will be held In theXa-Coat, chief justice of the tribe, Keeley, ’22, and Kenneth McPherson, parlors of North hall at 9 o'clock.
adopted him as his son and gave him| 26, Powe11 county* Shirley Williams, j T|,ere will be no admission charge
the name of his illustrious father, *30, incumbent, Jefferson county;
John M cFarlane,’24, Incumbent, Sweet (
Neenah-stahkoo or Mountain Chief.

Registration figures for the summer
session continued to climb last week
and this (week as latecomers boosted
the total enrollment to 675, who have
tompleted regsitration, and 708 who
lave started. Most of the 33 who have
eceived enrollment cards but have
not yet completed registration, are ex
pected to finish by the end of the
week, placing the total beyond the 700
ark and Approximately 100 ahead of
last year’s enrollment.
The large Increase in enrollment Is
gratifying to us who have attempted
to makethe Montana State University
summer sessions better each succeedng year,” Dr. C. H. Clapp, president
of the State University, said yesterday.
‘We feel that this year’s session is in
comparable to any of the past; that
students have a fine opportunity here
for educational advancement as well
; recreational pleasures.”
From now until July 11, when regis
tration for the last six weeks of the
session will begin, there will be few
enrollments. As is to be expected,
June 20 saw the largest number of
students enrolled, 496 in all. June 21
brought 94 more and June 22 but 32.
On June 23 and 24 the day’s registra
tion had dwindled to 21 and 22, re
spectively, and *on Saturday there
were no new enrollments.
The enthusiasm with which the
summer session student? have entered
into their work and the activities of
the campus, has brought favorable
comment from many quarters. Un
usual interest is being shown in the
class-room work, social events have
been exceptionally well attended, con
vocations have *been popular and
great deal of enthusiasm is being
shown toward the week-end excur
sions.

When the smoke cleared away two
winners were declared—Miss Edith
Memnters excelled among the women
and Willard Atkins was the high
scorer among the men.
This game was just a warming up.
Each week there will be another meet
ing of psychic bids and bold finesses. Animal Dance S enes as Ice-Breaker
All the husky and hardy summer
For Summer Session Students t
Bchool students are Invited, and bring
President Clapp Officiates
promise of great battles,
Approximately two hundred couples
with names displayed on cards pinned
to their coats and dresses, inaugu
rated the summer school social season
at the annual mixer held In the men’s
gymnasium, Friday night. "Get ac
quainted” was the motto of the whole
crowd and when the strains of "Home
Sweet Home” put a close to the eve------------! ning's festivities students from many

Arrives ffO§}\ East

Geology Professor Gives Lecture
On History, Resources
And Scenery

Late Ones Expected to .Boost Total i
Past 700 Mark; President
Clapp Is Gratified

j revelation.

Botkin Gives Talk
On Regionalism

No. 64

OF GEOLOGY
Registration PROFESSOR
TALKS ABOUT MONTANA Rowe Talks
Of Montana
For Summer j
A t Assembly
Reaches 675\

Visitors’ Tickets Offered
By Department of English

IAnniversary of Custer's Last Stand
Gives Added Interest to
Paxson Picture

Noted Violinist to Give Recital
In Main Hall Auditorium
Next Wednesday

VOLUME XXXI.

WEDNESDAY. JUNE 29. 1932

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. MISSOULA. MONTANA

Writer for Boys
Will Be Present
At July Meeting

Law Alumni
Seek Office
In Montana

Former Student
Receives Honors
From B la ck feet!30 wh0 sceks ,he po8ltlon ot public

Many whiles are given Indian IG ra88 count>'; T h o m a 8
Colton' 2* \Professnr Merriam
names—that Is a common occurrence. IIncumbent. Wibaux county; Frank
Few are really taken into the t r i b e - Ganlt- ’19- Incumbent. Caacade county;
to share problems and councils. With | A**>*n McCulloch, 30, Incumbent, Pe
lncu
this goes the smoking of pipes, ex- troleum county; J. H. McLe
The book part of "Of Thee I Sing,"
change of gifts and other ceremonies. r >ent’ lib e rty county.
Broadway musical comedy success
Dr. Ruble is a graduate of the Uniu ls Interesting to note that four which satirizes American life and
versify of California and University of P f the ®ntl™ number ar* unbltlou* to politics, will be reviewed by Prof. H.
Illinois. He attended school at , he do "1°™ than mold the opinions of the G. Merriam, head of the Department of
State University part q | U23-30-31,
seIcct countY Br°up- and Just,n Bour' i English and editor of the Frontier, at
_____ __ __________
quin, '20, and Ray Nagel, '22, seek the
convocation next Tuesday. The musi
ANOTH EH
attorney-generalship. Roy A. Michaud, j
cal comedy has been compared by
’24, Anaconda, Is running for judge of
critics with the works of Gilbert and
the district court. Joseph P. Monag
Sullivan.
Born. June 20, In Great Falls, to
han, ’29, ls running for congress from
Mrs. Ralph D. Cook, a slaughter.!
_ . .. _
. *
_ M
_ . .the First district.
Weight, 7 pounds 6 ounces. Mrs. Cook
HERE
HOE
was Ethel Patton, formerly a student .
'
in the School of Journalism., Prospec-1 Students who enjoy a good band i
tive university registratkm is Inoreas- (concert may hear one every Wednes-j M. P. Moe, state supervisor of high
ing.
day evening at 7:16 In front of the (schools, has moved bis office to Mis. ,........ ......... .......T..
[Missoula county courthouse. The Mis- Jsou la for two months, where he will
Miss Gladys Avery of Anaconda Is jsonla City band, under the direction teach two classes In vocational eduearegistered in the university this sum- of George Lawrenson, presents a con-ltion a t the State University summer
mer.
Icert in a very creditable manner,
(school.

Will Talk Tuesday

Wednesday, June 29, 1932

mo's mo
The Montana Kaimin
Published weekly during the Summer Session by the Associated
Students of the State University of Montana.

On the Campus

DeLoss Smith, dean of the School
Iof Music, is already pretty well known
even to those who are on the campus
Entered as second-class m atter at Missoula, Montana, uuder act of
I for the first time this summer. Before
Congress, March 3, 1879.
Ithe summer convocations are over
everybody will know him—and every
Subscription price, 32.50 per year.
Ibody will like him. Dean Smith cat
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
Iget music put of anything—out o
some things which seem incapable o
producing the slightest bit of b ar
...............EDITORMYRTLE A. CLIFFORD.
|mony. Dean Smith's specialty is voca
i
music-—“the voice," as the schedule
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
BETTY FOOT....................
!has it—but he is an expert on the
cello, he plays the violin a lot better
than a green hand and he can make t
crowd sing, often to its own surprise
I
He has composed a good many songs
Registration
With the summer registration nearing the 700 mark, with reports I-—the Indian song, one of the finest

Montana's Tower Is Unique in History
And Tradition Adds Glamor to Its Tale

Oldest of the buildings on the Mon
tana campus, in the midst of more
modern structures, yet University hall
and its tower constitute the most char
acteristic feature of the picturesque
oval, about which are grouped (he
recitation halls, laboratories, lecture
rooms and dormitories which form the
physical plant of the institution.
|
Certain it it, the tower is the physi
cal feature of Montana’s campus about
which center the memories of those
who have gone out from the univer
sity after a student residence of four
years. Just as certain is it that the
tower is the focus of those activities
of crowded classes, and a swimming schedule .limited to enrolled stu
rhich appeal most strongly to the
dents, it begins to look like a big season. Registration cards show
tudent during his four-year campus
citizenship.
that the different sections of the United States are pretty well repre
And to the visitor on the campus
sented, from the east coast to the west. Perhaps the climate, so com
the tower is the part of the picture
fortable for summer study, has drawn many; perhaps the region itself
■filch makes the strongest and most
which holds attraction for every sort of outdoor interest— fishing, rid
enduring impression. The old tower
ing, hiking, mountain climbing, motoring, what you will— has brought
it was erected in 1897—is the center
many; undoubtedly the complete offering of this summer schedule
of the picture which the visitor first
sees as, looking up the long vista of
has much to do with the increased registration.
Diversity avenue, he approaches the
In any case the fact should be a matter of gratification to those
liversity for the first time.
instructors and administrators who have given so much time and effort
If the university has a trademark,
to building a summer school at the State University.
is the tower. There are not many
persons who have a mental picture of
university’s official seal. But
Dean DeLoss Smith
“Don’t Work Too Hard”
there are few who cannot sketch from
Summer in the Rockies! Cool nights and clear sunshiny days with|
memory—even if they’ve’had no train 
just enough work to keep your hand in the game. >
college marching songs anywhere is ing in fine arts—the familiar and en
Don t work too hard,^ urges President Clapp, and we, too, urSe L oling_ h6 ha8 a workshoi) in which deared outlines of the tower.
Sentiment and Setting
it, Dont work too, hard.
_
ke has produced some exceptionally
Take time to get acquainted with Montana, especially beautiful !fine instruments. But he has other To the alunyfius, the tower remains
i
indelible
picture because of the
this year with its green-clad hills back by occasional snow-capped hobbies-there is a Montana tradition
peaks, always interesting for its romantic history, many of the most that he once picked up a roll of baling sentiment attached to it. To the under
graduate, the tower is the center of
impressive
in this and converging
,e (“sed)
th®™“hislttoot
road and things because practically all of his
impressive events
cvciiio of
ui which
wmui took place
^
° F valleys. w
when
he bad°"
finished
manipulation
If you have never felt that you could take the time from class room |and swapping he had an automobile, activities emanate from there. To the
and library to know people and places, take it this year. If you have IAlready he had a good car so he trans- casual visitor it appeals because of’its
made the week-end trips and heard the campfire and trail talks, you formed the baling-wire machine into artistic setting and its impressive
will not need to be urged to repeat the pleasure—you will be with the a motor boat which he navigates on lines.
i i *
i
i j* I
o a' Seeley lake, where he has a summer As the oval is the feature of the
gang. If you can do nothing more, take an occasional climb UP „ 7entl" L me. This summer, if things go tampus design which is most unique j
nel, lie in the shade there and feel the beauty that is Montana. Watch ,-jgh^ the motor boat will probably be ind striking —and it has received the
the cloud shadows lazily, floating across the valley, and changing hills developed into an airplane, if you iraise of noted architects and land
to purple and blue. It is soul-gratifying and brain-resting. And the meet Dean Smith on the campus and scape gardeners—so is the tower the
nagging problems of tests and measurements, meeting the new teach-*® has a preoccupied look, don't feel most conspicuous and characteristic
60 ®T
i i i
i-, •
i •
I
t h a t lies high-hatting you—he is rchitectural part of the building
ing requirements, and what have you, slide into their proper places | merely c6gltatlng over that propose(, scheme of the university.
in the scheme of life.
airplane. If he can be coaxed to sing
Compared with, some of the newer
“Danny Decver” or “Rolling Down to buildings, University hall is lacking,
No. Don’t work too hard!
Rio" this suminer, you'll understand perhaps, in some lines of architectural
that he is just as fine a fellow as he beauty—maybe it doesn’t measure up
How Are You Spending the Fourth?
is a fine musician—and that’s as high o some of the modern standards of
How are you spending the Glorious Fourth? Fishing streams were commendation as can he bestowed.
design—it is, probably, l a c k i n g in
never better, according to anglers who have tried them out. Have
some of the finer points of architecThe Tower
•— it is not classic, like the library,
you a car? The Clearwater is giving up big on&, and the ride up is The sweetest lady on the campus—
worth the effort, if you never wet a fly. If you are doing it on fill the keenest sense of humor— or impressive like the big gymnasium
how her eyes sparkled and crinkled at -b u t it is, of all the buildings on the becomes unconsciously to him the uni
outstanding campus feature which I the gray light that the clock was ba
“ shanks mares” the Rattlesnake is a good bet, and there’s not a the corners when she said: “If they lampus, The University.
v ersity— its sym bol— the token of it is.
faced. There was a hurried, fruit!
prettier stream in the region. Or take the bus to Bonner and cast up wish to see my picture; they will find
happy days and pleasant accosiations.
Dignity and Solidity
Memories and traditions, b o u n d search for. the missing hands. 1
it at Corbin hall on the piano,” and
the Blackfoot.
It’s
a
solid
structure,
this
tower.
firmly together with sentiment, are much time—classes started work
Gothic or Etruscan, S p a n i s h or
The trip to Holland lake is wonderful— just like the road you take then again straightened with mock se Moorish, Georgian or Victorian—it It possesses, too, the dignity of age stronger than bricks and m ortar in 8 o’clock. Kessler fashioned ha
riousness when she added: “I could
to Clearwater, only more so. And the view of the east side of the
may be all of these or none of them— —it is the senior amongst the univer the book of recollection. It is asso from light board, gilded them and 1
write a funeral ode on-the passing of
ciation which, more than anything them in position before the first s
Missions, from the lodge tucked down in a cove of the lake, should the street car. How I miss them! 1 nobody who loves the t o w e r cares sity buildings.
The tower was designed by A. J. Gib else, makes the tower The Tower.
dent arrived—for work—that momi
be marvelous this year, with no smoke to hinder.
can recall, before their time when about its classification architecturally.
son, Missoula architect, whq planned
is
the
tower.
It
is
through
the
Nobody, except those concerned, no
Traditions
•
Or do you prefer to spend a quiet day with just a picnic lunch winters were terrible, wading snow tower that the s t u d e n t makes his the early buildings on the campus. It
Dearest to students and alumni the change in hands. Eventually,
from
Front
street
to
the
University."
under the ,trees? There’s Greenough park, or Bonner park, both with
Miss Frances Corbin is the oldest formal entrance to the university and was erected under his personal super amongst the traditions of Montana is missing members were located i
in walking distance.
woman teacher on the campus, having it is through the tower, coming out, vision. This was during the last days "Singing on the Steps.” This tradi restored.
Maybe you’d like to see a rodeo, the bone-punishing exhibition, taught here since 1900. She came to that he steps in the intimate functions of his long professional career, and he tion is carried out on Thursday eve The tower has stood guard o
hangover of old western ranch life. Hamilton offers one and promises the State University *as professor, of of his last student days. So the tower put something more than merely con nings a t the tower entrance. Students many a friendly rivalry—here at
scientious performance of his work
to have all the bad horses the region affords on the docket. If you’ve English, having previously been at vantages of travel and contacts with into its construction. It was to be his and faculty assemble a t 7:30 o’clock base have been settled during 35 ye
there are songs and yells and a few not a few questions that affected cl
Butte. Although teaching only dur
never seen one you ought to.
ing the summer sessions since 1928, people, and has a very charming per monument, and he made it more than chatty talks. As the tower bell sounds supremacy—here have been electh
But if you do none of these things, don’t, don’t stay cooped up at Miss Corbin still considers Missoula sonality.”
that—he made it a heritage. A high- the first stroke of 8 o’clock—no m atter
•here have been conducted m<
ranking man, professionally, socially, what is going on or who is talking— trials and here have been execu
home studying. Glorious Fourth that would be, indeed! It isn’t done. her home. As a memorial to her splen
the sentences of the c o u rt Ming
.UIHB perplexing problem
promem: icivically—tlle tower, when you know
Have you some
did service, Corbin hall was named for
Veterans? Novices? Ad- lts history, is much more than Just a
with the tender sentiments which hi
her. In six more years Miss Corbin Teacher
Education
made the tower dear is a long ser
will have reached the half-century ministrative officers? Consult Dr !part of a building design. It stands
Teaching is one of the oldest professions known in the world. Birds mark in the teaching profession and Freeman D a u g h t e r s , dean of the as a constant reminder of the right
of these memories of lighter vein.
sort
of
citizenship.
Mr.
Gibson
pre
-------II
■
They all combine to make the tov
teach their young to fly, with many exciting chirpings and much already 32 of those years have been at School of Education. If he can’t solve,
it the conference will. I could almost sente<1 t0 the university the tower I
one of the interesting, one of the loi
frantic fluttering of unskilled wings. Goslings, taking hysterical re this institution.
Iclock. But—as Mr. Kipling would sayj
Not a person or student who known, add "hears all, sees all, knows all
features of the Montana campus. Ii
fuge behind their superscilious parents, learn to imitate their aggrebut admires her broadminded and for he can also tell you where to go | —that’s another story. The illumindesign and construction went I
gessive hissing. Kittens and lion cubs learn the art of stalking and optimistic viewpoints—to see good in and how to' get there the cheapest pos iated “M” upon the tower’s face was
best that two good men could gi
pouncing upon their prey from watching their mothers. In the animal everything. To hear her tell of the sible w a y if you a r e interested in the gift of students.
Into its history has been woven mu
marvelous advancement and develop scenic points of Western United States. | The cornerstone of the tower was
world the list could be indefinitely extended.
of the history of the university whl
has given the institution characi
With the “highest” animal, the analogy is no less true. From the ments of' the institution, “with this Dr. Daughters is a true western man I laid with ritualistic formula in 1S97.
splendid foundation—boXh plant and (now you know you will like him). He [Dignitaries of the state attended the
commanding influence. About it is
most primitive times children have learned from their elders, and, re
faculty,” makes you proud of being a likes to rough it. If you have some ceremony. I t ;was an occasion memorhalo of tender sentim ent and qua
taining that knowledge and slowly adding to. its total, they have built student here.
problem, hitchhiker, sightseer or tour- side and impressive. The work pf the
humor. It is the first thing the si
up the civilization that is ours today. The very life of that civilization,
ist, consult Dr. Daughters.
university was then being carried on
dent sees when he steps upon 1
in temporary quarters, provided by
now, is dependent upon the continued education of the multitudes. Another member of the faculty in
campus the first time and, when
there
is
silence
at
once—silence
until
the
English
department,
new
to
sum-,
!the
city
of
Missoula.
There
were
118
He has no assigned courses in the
v e s, he turns back for a U
Teaching is, however, not of multitudes but of individuals. The fact
mer school students but familiar to
| students, most of them in the prepara- the eighth stroke is sounded. Then glimpse of it. If he’s a real Montan
that there are multitudes of individuals makes it but more imperative the regular student, is Miss Lucia B. schedule, but there’s not a course
division. They were all present "College Chums” is sung and the it becomes an enduring part of 1
which could be carried through suc
that the individuals be taught, so that our civilization may continue Mirrielees. If you have wondered cessfully without him. Perry Sparks, at the laying of the cornerstone—s group silently disperses.
life in the outer world.
to be, and grow. The illiterate mind destroys. The educated mind about the tall dark lady with that per custodian of the grounds and wrangler were the five members of the faculty. On these tower steps, too, are tapped
builds. That is why the profession of teaching is more important today fect poise and pleasing smile you will of janitors, is the man to whom every Tlje man who did the actual work the members of Mortar Board, wom
know it to be Miss Mirrielees. One body turns when it’s a case of last re- of placing the cornerstone in position en’s senior honor organization, and
than it has ever been in the history of the world.
student passed the remark that she sort. If the president wants a table was Henry Partoll, long a resident of here summoned the members of Silent
felt sorry for her because she always or if the golf instructor wants his *M 1s s o u 1a and yet living on East Sentinel, the honor group for senior
Shades of the Sour-doughs!
•had to think up ways and means of greens put Into condition, if there’s Spruce street. An old-country stone men. These are the highest honors
BUTTE, June 29.— (Special)—A
getting
tlrose freshmen and sopho
leak in a roof or a hole in a road- worker, with a true craftsm an’s pride which Montana students can bestow
With approximately four thousand in the mountains of Montana,
mores to pass in composition—but you ay, “See Sparks” is the cry. And In his work, he, too, put into this con- upon their fellows.’ The ceremony is year-old boy strolled into Main
re-working the tailings of all the famous old diggings, placer mining know she enjoys working such prob
a t Montana School of Mines rece
Sparks always comes to the rescue— struction something much more than always impressive.
and said, "I wanta build a rocker.'
in the Treasure state can very definitely be said to have “come back” . lems—she thrives on it (yes, believe he has more cached supplies than a merely perfunctory performance of
Out of the tdwer door emerge the
In old gulches, abandoned for years, men work again with pick and it or not). She doesn't like- to talk packrat and he is more resourceful jmethods. The tools which he used in university women in the annual lan To prove that he had “struck
rich” he pulled a tube of gold <
shovel apd rocker, washing gravel; they struggle with hoisting tackle about herself either (which is another than a man who gets across the con- this work, Mr. Partoll yet cherishes tern parade at commencement time
from his overall pockets and bel
and sluices and flumes, undauntedly back-breaking labor if but a rare quality among us humans). I tinent in a Model T Ford. Sparks is jas mementoes of his part in making and back through this portal they up before the eyes of the interei
would like to let you in on some plans the man who keeps the grass green the university,
march
at
the
conclusion
of
this
beau
little color shows in the pan.
professors.
she has formulated for the pupil with on the campus and insures blue sky
The bench mark of the United States tiful custom.
He told the School of Mines i
College men and office workers, who a year or less ago were pave creative abilityr-but you take your above. Sometimes, in desperation, he Geological Survey, a t the base of the
Not
a
few
scenes,
significant
and
en
that
he had panned one of the
problems
to
her.
ment bound, are now hoofing it into the hills, muscling in on the pack
takes his foot off the hose* and the tower, gives the altitude as 3,225 feet during in university history, have been
workings
near Butte and was .<
A
text
J)ook,
Teaching
of
Composi
blue disappears for a little while, but
More Than Mortar
rats in old prospectors’ shacks, and liking it.
enacted
here
at
the
foot
of
the
tower.
vinced th at the ground would l
tion in High School, by Miss Mirrie
Gold Creek, Chicken Flat, Magpie, Highlands, Unionville, Alder, lees, is ju st off the press. Her qualifi he doesn’t let this happen often or for But facts and figures do not tell the The official altitude of 3,225 feet is The experts agreed with him and g
Confederate— every old gulch has its new prospectors. Shades of tKe cations for writing such a book might long. He knows more about the physi- whole story of the tower nor explain all too low when the measure is taken him blue prints for the rocker wl
cal equipment of the campus than why it is given place in this summer
he plans to construct
be summed up by the following com anybody else. It he were to tell all list of interesting spots on the campus, by the barometer of sentiment.
old sour-doughs! There is no last frontier.
Some Humor
ment by Miss Frances C o r b i n , her
The lad said that he hopes to m
he knows' about the people on the | Important as they are and significant
Once—years and years ago—some enough money this summer to pay
former teacher:
campus, It would fill a big book and as are the associations connected with
In the light of the most recent Yankee-German fray, held in Madjson
body
scaled
the
tower
in
the
night
‘As my pupil and now a teacher I
way through high school next y<
Square Garden, and the consequent decision, we couldn’t blame the admired, and still do, the mentality of it would create something of a stir, them, artistic design, honest building and removed the hands from the clock His energy and enthusiasm won 1
Get acquainted with Mr. Sparks. It’s stone and bricks and m ortar are not
Rhinelanders if they never paid the war debt.
Miss Mirrielees. She has had fine ad-J a great thing to have him tor a friend, (after all, what make the tower the faces. As dawn broke, Richard Kess a pat on the back and promises of
ler, university engineer, discovered in from President Francis A. Thomsc

Boy Finds Pay Dirt
In Butte Workin

Page Thrtt
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|too. linked to the trail which will be
followed. A portion of it is along the
Iroute followed by Captain Merriweather Lewis in 1801- aome of it fs
over the route surveyed by Captain
Mtillan for the highway which bears
bis name and which was the first gov
ernment-constructed road through the
Rockies: this road was built in 1862.
I
Three Days aid Two Nights of Scenery, Song, Story, Science and Along this trail, too, moved the Selish
Indians on their bunting Journeys into
Sleep Make This Week-end Trip Attractive
the buffalo country—their main trail
In All Its Varied Details
has now been developed by the for
estry service Into a road for fire
fighters. Through this region, also.:
There h o n e o n rr-night trip sched-j[Doctor 8f•very says "only thorn
sped the outlaw raiders of the S e t
ulfd for each of th<*three-w e*k pctriad* j ure physicrally fit” will he taken
of the summer qua rUrr. Th<i e x e t irsion | The hike wilt take the t r a m
Forces in 1877 and not far from where |
for this wrek-end is to Ho•Hand lake.! through oine of the most plctm csque the Clearwater road leaves the main |
passe*
in
the
Rockies
and
the
;
basl
n
be-l
Rlackfoot highway they fought a san
situated in the pic■turesque
i«r«4rn the rugged Mfusion aitd Swan {from the lookout is comparable with guinary skirmish with the settlers.
range*. KG mile* northeast of the Uni* (any scenic attraction on the continent. There may be seen from the road the
{The opportunity for a study, first ghost town, Coloma, and t r a c e s of
versity cam pus.
Impressively beautiful scenery. un- hand. of the geology of the* region Is early placer operations in the ’GO’S.
usually interesting nature-study. dra unusual and the field for the camera The Gordon pass was one of the hunt
ing trails of the Selish. There is much. I
matic historic associations —these, per is Inviting.
This South Fork country was a fa too, of Interest in the development of
haps, are the outstanding attractions
of this outing but, incidentally, there vorite hunting ground for the Indians the Rlackfoot country as a stockgrow
is the opportunity to penetrate one of land it is so remote and so difficult of ing region.
Something for Everybody
the most interesting regions in all the access that It retains its lure for the
This Holland lake trip provides
Northwest, to become acquainted with hunter and the fisherman. The forest
its people and to spend two nights in service has fought vigorously to pre something for the interest and the en
the open—with three days sandwiched serve it, as nearly as possfble.-in Its joyment of everybody, no m atter what
Iearly glory -fire has invaded the dis his special ben t There is the rem ark
in, one of them the Fourth.
There's a day-long hike on the pro trict twice but has been checked in ably rich field for the scientist; there
is something to gratify the whim of
gramme for those who wish to make |each Instance after hard fighting.
every recreationist: there is the opI port unity to become intimately ac
quainted with one of the secluded and
remote corners of Montana.
I Those who go on this trip should
bear in mind that nights are cool in
Ithe mountains and should go equipped
with warm clothing. All their other
needs will be provided for.
Register and be on hand promptly
fat 8 o’clock Saturday morning.

Good Fan for Everyone
On Holland Lake Jaunt
Starting Next Saturday

iFifty Inaugurate
| Summer Journeys
With Long Climb

The Cun)on

There will he a trail lunch for the
the climb—there's boating on the lake
there's swimming In its waters— hikers and this phase of this week’s
there's fishing in the smaller streams trip ui)remises to be memorable.
at this time of year—there’s tramping 1
Sundiiy ini the Lodge
there's horseback riding—there’s a ' For• those who do not elect to Itike i Geology, Geography and History of
Region Prove Interesting
Saturday-night dunce nt Holland lake 'the (jordon-pass hike, there will Ik*
To Enthusiasts
lodge—there’s a Sunday-night camp shorter tramps. There are interesting
fire session—there's something good •trails radiating iiii almost every directo eat at each mealtime—there's some tlon from the laice and there are aviiil- I There were GO in Saturday’s parly
thing to appeal to everyone’s liking. able good saddhe horses, boats amd which inaugurated the summer’s
i canoe s. Doctor S<ivery will direct field week-end trips by climbing over
It's a great trip.
I..worki in botany tmd Mr. Bischoff vtrill
The Trail
Eighty-five miles of comfortable xplain the plans and methods of the Pattee canyon.
vice. There will be leaders
Weather conditions were ideal and
automobile driving are between the forestr;
'ter hikes and the day will the hikers returned to the c iinpus late
campus and Holland lake. The route I for the
leads through Hell (late canyon to the j' —
inoutli of the Rig Rluckfoot, thence
a b o u t 40 miles to the Clearwater, '
where the trail turns up the Clear
water drainage and takes the travel
ers past a chain of beautiful mountain
lakes. The road skirts the e n t i r e !
length of Salmon lake, affording a!
constantly changing panorama of mir
ror-like reflections of the w o o d e d
mountain background. Then a swing
takes the caravan to Seeley lake, an
other mountain gom, where there will
Seeley Lake — Lunch Here
he a hall for lunch. Here are the sum
mer homes of many Missoula people
and here, too, is the camp of the Boy Ihe filled by the . ans alread; made in the afternoon, enthusiastic over
Seoul,, who spend each summer Injand by such diversion as may •e ar- the experience of the day.
thin delightful location.
ranged on the spot.
The start was made on schedule
Over a low divide, whose rise is so
Forest and Flowers
Jtime and the climbers were well up
slight as to bo almost imperceptible, The proximity of local f o r e s t r y the Sentinel trail while the morning
the trail leads out of the Clearwater headquarters and the unusually fine was yet cool and comfortable for
drainage basin Into that of the Swan stand of timber about the lake gives walking. Stops were made along the
river, through miles of virgin forest added value to this location as a field trail for talks by President Clapp and
nnd across dashing mountain streams. laboratory for the study of. Montana | Dr Severy, who expUUned the gcology
Then a turn through the woods re-1 forests and forest trees. The many and botany Illustrated by field exveals the beauty of Holland lake, the varieties of conifers h e r e and the amples. A descent Into the old mine
ftrst glimpse huvlng all the dramatic abundance of forest material in gen- was an interesting incident of the
effect of the raising of a stage curtain Ural makes this one of the most inter- clifhb and the shaft furnished a theme
upon an unusuAl setting.
testing districts in the state. Here, for an Interesting talk by Dr. Clapp.
And there Is Holland lake!
too. will be found in luxuriant growth
At the summit there was a longer
The headquarters of the excursion blossoming plants in such variety as
pause while the president explained
will be at Holland lake lodge. The will enable the botanist to add ma
the details of the geology and geog
Judges, hosts at the lodge, are former terially to his summer collection. The
raphy of the region which extends
University students and their hospi- trip comes at a time most advantafrom the base of Sentinel to the Rit
ter Root range and. beyond that, to
the Missions. Points of historic in
terest in the valleys and mountains
were pointed out, as well.
The hikers reached the lunch camp
| In Pattee canyon at 1 o’clock. Law
| rence Toner bad driven out in the uni
Iverslty truck with a load of provision!
Iwhich seemed adequate for an army
| He had the coffee ready and the tables
laid when the excursionists arrived
Aside from the hardware, he had lit*
Itie of his load to bring back. Good
appetites and a good lunch combined
Ullty is h a p p i l y seasoned with a [geous for this work and the region to bring about the rapid disappears
pleasant understanding which adds ItseIf is a paradise for the collector of of the food and drink.
not a little to the enjoyment of this plants. The visitors will be amazed 1 After lunch, Dean A. L. Stone of the
visit.
by the wealth of growing things and School of Journalism spoke on the
Satarday-Mght Dance
by the luxuriance of their growth.) highlights in early Montana history as
A dance haa been phut nod for Sat I Tini expedition leaders arc» experts ini connected with the places which
urday night at the lodge. This !a cer [thiii line of study and research and be visited on the summer’s week-end
tain to be enjoyable. The week-end will help to make this trip valuable to
guests from (he campus will be rein the student of botany as well as to
forced In numbers by stockmen and those who are following Intensively
forest rangers who come In for these the geologic structure of this region. 1 W. F. Llngerfelt, Craig principal, is
affairs--they contribute not a little to I There’s much of Montana history, j working on his master’s degree.
the pleasure of this first evening at
the lake. They are real fellows and j
when the last waits has been played.;
SCHEDULE— 1932
those who have heard It will know |
they have been at a real dance. There)
July 2, 3, 4— Holland Lake.
will be music and other entertainment 1
Jaljr 9— Bison Range.
for those who do not core to dance, j

HR

O ve r Gordon Pass

Doctor Severy will lead a party of)
hikers Sunday through Gordon pass
to a lookout point* 8.000 feet in aiti- j
tude, which commands a view of the i
lamoaa South Fork volley of the F la t-;
head. This wlU be an all-day trip and j

July 16— Lake Cono.
July 21-24— Glacier Park.
J a b 30— BUckfoot Canyon and Bonner Mills.
A a |ist 6-7— Trip over Camel’s Hump to Cabin City and Savenac Nartery.
August 13— Lolo Hot Springs.

Three Days and Two Nights
In the Midst of

Montana’s Marvelous Mountains
Base Camp at Holland Lake Lodge
OLLAND LAKE is one of the beauty spots of the Northwest. It is in the
valley between the Mission and Swan ranges, whose peaks rise on either
side, capped with eternal snow, whose rifts are streaked with the white
of glaciers and whose rugged skyline is awe-inspiring. The lodge which will
be camp headquarters for this week-end is not only delightfully located but
is an architectural gem— a part of the picture which will become indelible with
those who see it. At the lake there is opportunity for boating and swimming
and in the streams nearby the trout furnish good sport for the angler. The
85-mile drive from the University to the lake is over good roads and leads
through a region rare in its scenic beauty and rich in historic associations. For
more than 50 miles the route follows the trail of Captain Merriwether Lewis,
which he blazed in 1806. If there were nothing to this outing except this drive,
it would be worth while— but this is but a small part of the trip's attractions.
There is something— something good— for every hour of the three days. Hik
ing, nature-study, riding, exploring or just lotiling— but it will be loafing
de luxe. The days will be happy, the evenings will be made memorable by
the campfire story-tellers and the nights will be restful and invigorating. No
fuller or more varied programme could be packed into three days—and one
of these days is The Fourth.

H

&

Here’s a Hike
That’s a Hike

Campfire Joy
Without Alloy

For the sturdy, physically fit,
a hike has been planned for July
2 which will afford a taste of
mountain climbing and which
will lead to the lookout point
trom which may be viewed a
stretch of) the most widely
known, but not often seen, re
gion in the whole West — the
famed South Fork of the Flathead. Doctor Severy will lead
this climb through Gordon pass
and under his direction the walk
will be given unusual interest.
It will be an all-day jaunt but
it will furnish enjoyment which
will amply recompense the ef
fort. There will be a trail lunch
provided for this hike. Stout
shoes and sturdy legs insure
ease and a comfortable climb to
the lookout — 8,000 feet in alti
tude. There are other trails
which may be followed for
shorter hikes on this day by
those who do not care to under
take the more strenuous climb.
All of them are beautiful and
each of them offers something
of special interest to the student
and the lover of outdoors.

When you’ve heard Paul Rtschoff’s campfire stories you will
realize that Paul Bunyan was a
piker in the line of narration.
The evening of July 2 will bo
given up to campfire entertain
ment. A new moon is scheduled
for that night—the setting will
be perfect. When the fire burns
low and the last story lias been
told, you’ll have a memory that
will be permanent umongst your
recollections of the Montana
summer. If "seeing is believ
ing," there will be much in this
Holland-l&ke experience which
will add to your definite knowl
edge of a good many things but
when you’ve heard some of the
Blschoff stories you’ll Teel that;
also, hearing Ib believing, for,
graphic as they are and thrill
ing, these stories are from real
life and as they are narrated
you will see the participants
moving In action against the
background of the campfire
glow in the Montana night. This
is a great world, Holland lake
fs a wonderful piece of it, nnd
Bischoff knows Intimately a
great slice of the globe.

Glacier Creek and the Missions

T h e H olland L ake Caravan L eaves th e Cam pus at
8 o ’Clock Saturday M orning

Take Heavy Clothing—M ountain Nights A re Cool
Here’s the itinerary in summary: From University up Hell
Gate canyon; divert 50 miles through the canyon of the Big
Blackfoot; up the Clearwater drainage, past Harper lake, Sal
mon lake, Seeley lake, Inez lake; lunch at Seeley lake; over
the low divide into the Swan basin to Holland lake lodge; 85
miles of delightful automobile travel and an afternoon of happy
recreation; Saturday-night dinner at the base camp; Saturday
evening dancing at the lodge; Sunday either the long hike to

Gordon pass or one of the shorter jaunts; Sunday evening
campfire stories and music; Monday forenoon boating, swim
ming, riding, hiking or whatever you desire; Monday afternoon
the backtrack over the 85 miles to the campus. That's packing
three days pretty full of recreation and seeing new things; the
guides and directors know the region and its scientific and
historic phases; under their leadership this country becomes
a vast outdoor laboratory which is so equipped by nature as
to afford no end of opportunity for pleasure and profit.

Registration Book Is at the University Business Office
Expense o f the Three-Day Trip: Residence-Hall Boarders, $9 (Own Transportation) and
$13.15; Others, $ 9 .3 5 (Own Transportation) and $13.50
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Collections
In Museums
Are Varied
Biology and Geology Departments
Have Many Specimens
For Study

Golden Silence

NEARLYtWO HUNDRED STUDENTS AT SUMMER SESSION
MAKING USE OF SWIMMING POOL IN UNIVERSITY GYM

University Students Married
In September, 1928; Secret Is
Kept Until End of School
Silence is golden, and blessed arc
those who keep secrets. Four years
ago two State University students
were married secretly. Had it become
generally known both bride and
groom would have had to leave school
for there is a regulation forbidding
such marriages.
Jane Freund and Leonard LeRoux,
both of Butte, announced last week
that they had been married in Supe
lor in September, 1928, when they
were undergraduates here, Mr. and
Mrs. Emerson Elderkin of Missoulfi
attended them. *
Mrs. LeRoux attended the School of
Mines in Butte and the University of
Washington in Seattle. She finished
two years of work in the biology de
partm ent here in 1929, returning to
take a year of graduate work in 1929
She is a member of Kappa Alpha
Theta.
r. LeRoux was graduated from the
School of Business Administration at
the end of the last winter quarter
He was a member of the Grizzly foot
ball team and Alpha Tau Omega fra
ternity.

Collections of local, national and
international interests, geological and
botanical collections, pictures of the
old West and souvenirs of battles, im
portant books and metals have been
gathered into the museums of the
State University of Montana by Uni
versity departments and department
heads.
In 1912 Dr. Morton J. Elrod, head of
the Biology department, began the
museum located in the Natural Science
building. Contained in this museum
are many interesting and varied speci
mens of fish, b i r d 8, birds’ eggs,
mounted animals and botanical speci
mens. A few of these have been pur
chased, but, for the most part, the
specimens have been donated by those
interested In the furtherance of the
•museum.
Specimens of birds and birds’ eggs
were donated by P. M. Silloway of the
Biological station at Flathead lake.
The birds’ eggs were carefully blown
and classified by Mr. Silloway. C. A.
Wiley of Miles City gave a collection
of mounted and classified butterflies
to the museum. The only compara
tively complete collection of Montans
shells, made by Dr. Elrod, is on dis
play in the museum. These shells
were collected from all parts of the
state. The jaws of a saber-tooth shark Russell Sweet, Athletic Director
were presented by William Cogswell
At Menlo College, Won
Many Relics
Fame at Montana
Several sections of the museum are
devoted to relics of early days. Partic
Russell Sweet, former State Un
ularly Interesting is the first Bell tele versity star athlete, has returned, her
• phone to be used in Montana. This to attend the Summer School classes
instrument, presented by J. U. Sanders of the Physical Education department,
of Helena, was used in Helena in 18' and to be golf instructor at the State
and was the first instrument by which University golf course.
a human voice was transmitted across
During the regular school year
the Rocky mountains between Helena Sweet is director of athletics at Menlo
and Deer Lodge.
Junior college, located near Stanford
Shells from the battlefields at Look university. Prior to his appointment
out mountain and Gettysburg, Indian to his present position at Menlo, he
relics and pictures line the walls of was head track coach and assistant
this interesting museum. In one of football coach in that college during
the cases is a picture of the old Van 1930-31.
Buren bridge. On the bridge is the
In 1923 Sweet entered the State Uni
sign: “Twenty-five dollars fine for
versity and immediately became prom
riding or driving over this b r i d g e
inent in athletics. In 1925 he went to
faster than a walk.
Chicago to compete in the National
Materials from all over the world
Collegiate T r a c k and Field meet
have been gathered in the Geology de
partment. Some specimens have been
wmn ~ '
I” '” 1-'
sent in by graduates, many by Dr.
Ilowe, head of the Geology department,
and still others have been shipped
into the state.
Oldest Known Fish
In 1929 a collection of fossils was
received from the University of Michi
gan. These fossils were discovered
*on a farm and consisted of the oldest
known fish, living over 1,750 billion
years ago. At the present time, this
very unusual specimen is probably
the only one in Montana.
Examples of the vertebrae, of extinct
reptiles which roamed Central North
America some 218 billion years ago
were later received. Also, in this col
lection was a group of specimens illus
trating the animals that roamed from
Mexico northward to Canada in the
early Teritary period some 40 million
Russell Sweet
years ago. In 1930 some 600 specimens
of Trilobites from the very ancient
limestone were collected in the region where he placed second in the 100
of Mount Pentagon. These animals and 200-yard dashes. In 1926 he set
are probably closely related to the an a Pacific Coast conference record for
cestors of the crabs, lobsters, scor the 100-yard dash in 9.7 seconds.
After completing three years
pions and possibly insects.
study at the State University, Sweet
6,000 Specimens.
In the summer of 1931 collections left in 1926 to join the San Francisco
were made from the Paleozic rocks Olympic club, where he remained for
north of Lincoln and west of Augusta. five years, running and training for
In the meantime, some 6,000 speci the sprints.
He is well remembered here;
mens of miscrocopic fossils were
1927 he played halfback position for
shipped in from Michigan.
Another very unusual fossil is the the West in tlie a n n u a l East-West
Conodont, which is the tiny teeth of Shriner’s benefit football game at San
an earthworm-like animal or an ex Francisco. In the last quarter of the
game he received a pass thrown by
tremely primitive fish. .
Through exchange of the material William “Wild Bill" Kelly, also of
collected in this state with museums Montana, and ran for the winning
of other states, collections are steadily touchdown.
In 1929 S w e e t set an unofficial
being built up so that the State Uni
versity has at the present time a very world’s record for the 100-yard dash
interesting teaching set of fpssil ma in 9.4 seconds. It was not recognized
terials.
because he had the wind in his favor
Until a few years ago, summer field
The last race Sweet competed in
trips were taken by geology majors was the British-American 400-yard
under the directorship of Dr. Rowe. lay at Chicago in 1930, which the
Many of the rock specimens of Mon Americans won with the record time
tana used in the geology laboratory of 37.5 seconds, an average of 9.4 sec
have been secured in this way.
onds per man. Sweet ran No. 1 posi
tion, with Cy I.eland. Texas Christian,
HARVEY GRANTED DEGREE
No. 2; George Simpson, Ohio, No, 3,
and Eddie T o l a n , Michigan State,
D'Arcy Harvey, ’30, has just re No. 4.
ceived his M.A. degree from the School
While attending the State Univer
of Commerce and Administration at sity Sweet was a three-letter man,
the University of Chicago. After his with letters in football, basketball and
graduation from the School of Busi track. He was a member of Silent
ness Administration on this campus, Sentinel, senior men’s honor society;
Harvey was employed at the Florence Scabbard and Blade, national military
hotel for a year. He was a t the Uni h o n o r fraternity, and Phi Sigma
versity of Chicago last year. At pres Kappa, men's social fraternity.
ent. he is stationed at Rochester, N. Y„
where he is in the employ of the
At the close of the summer session
Equitable Life Assurance society. Sylvia Kraps will receive her Bj V.
After a period of training there he degree from the university. She
will be transferred to the New York teaches history In the Parrish junior
office.
high, Salem, Ore.

University Swimming Pool
W. E. Schreiber, head of the Department ot Physical Education, says that
the summer-school students this year have broken all records for increased
enrollment in swimming classes with a total of nearly -200 enrolled. Due to
so great an enrollment all classes are filled to capacity so that only people
who are registered in school can use the swimming privileges.

Grimsby. Young People’s convention
will begin Friday, 8 a. m. Sessions
Saturday morning, afternoon and eve
Girl Motorist Reprimanded
ning. Sunday, 9:45 a. m., Sunday
When She Gives Law Officer
F irst Baptist Church—Corner Pine school. Young People’s convention
Piece of Mind
and Woody streets. Rev. F. L. Gilson. will resume at 10:30 a. m. Dr. WesSunday services: Church school, 9:45 wig of St. Paul will give an address
One out-of-state student will no
a t 11 a. m. The Choral Union will need to read the warning concernlii
a. m.; morning service, 11 a. m.
g iV a concert a t 3 p. m. which will drivers’ perm its which appeared
close the convention.
the end of this week’s program shed
St. Anthony’s Catholic Church—Cor
The fair young Minnesotan in quea
ner Edith and Tremont streets. Father
tlon had parked her car down town
Protestant
Episcopal
Church—Ger
J. O. O’Brien. Sunday services, 8:30
ald avenue and South Sixth street. On returning she found a motorcy^g
and 10 a. m.
Rev. Thomas W. Bennett. Morning parked too close for convenience.
The cycle owner returned just fa
First Methodist Episcopal C h u rc h - worship, 11 a. m.
time to hear how Minnesotans demi
Corner Main and Washington streets.
Immanuel Lutheran Chnrch — 434 onstrate their feelings. He Hstenj
Rev. E. L. White.- Sunday services:
Church school, 9:45 a. m.; morning West Alder street. No service, until calmly, then produced a police stal
and reprimanded her because she ha|l
services, 11 a. m.; Epworth league, 7 July 16.
no perm it for driving in Montand
p. m.; evening service, 8'p. m.; Mid
Trinity Methodist Episcopal Church Even her confident answer that shi
week service, Thursday, 8 p. m.
—Corner South Sixth and Hazel was a university student in no wa*
Mission Covenant Church—620 West streets. Rev. Marshall Sanderson. softened the reiterated warning tha]
Spruce street. Rev. A. C. Long. Sun Sunday school, 10 a. m .; morning wor it behooved her t e obtain one witbonjj
day services, 11 a. m. Midweek serv ship, 11 a. m.; Epworth league, 7 delay.
p. m .; people’s popular service, 8 p. m.
ices, Wednesday, 8 p. m.

Driving Permits

Church Services

morning worship, 11 a. m. Christian
First English Lutheran C h u rc h - Endeavor services, Wednesday, 7 p. m.

Author of ‘Toilers of the Hills” and “ Dark Bridwell” Is Finishing Near corner Sixth and Hazel streets.
Rev. L. H. Lang. Sunday service:
Latest Work While on University Campus

Adelaide Malm of Minnesota, who
Bible class, 10 a. m.; morning wor will teach at Superior next year, is
attending
summer school.
ship,
11
a.
in.
Vardis Fisher, instructor of creative writing at the University of

and at Columbus university, And author of two novels, is giv
Track S ta r Utah
ing a course in the Modern Novel for the Department of English at
the summer session. He is also re-working a novel which has been
W ill Teach
Audience Enjoys
A rt of Golf
C row der R ecita l
accepted for publication this fall
tite r, Mr. Fisher is a modernist
se chief interest is in character
relation to its environment. He
writes of the Northwest, and is espe
cially interested in Idaho. His two
novels are “Toilers of the Hills’’ and
“Dark Bridwell” Mr. Fisher’s books
are based on an understanding of
psychology, emotionally perceived.
They are exciting and uncompromis
ing books.
Mr. Fisher’s course in the Modern
Novel is of interest to students in
general. It includes discussions of the
latest trends of the novel, and an im
partial treatm ent of the work of some
novelists who have not yet been ac
cepted by the public. Mr. Fisher is
also giving a technical course in the
writing of novels, open only to those
who have written or are writing
novels.
MISS HOOD ENTERTAINS
Miss Marguerite Hood, music in
structor at the university this sum
mer, entertained a small group at the
DeLoss Smith home Saturday after
noon. The guests were Mrs. M. P. Moe
and the Misses Mylo Parkin, Eliza
beth S\vartz, Evelyn Tiller, Ann Weinschrott, Hildegarde Weisberg and Mil
dred Vejtasa. Several games of con
tract bridge were played and a buffet
supper was served va t five.
Jack Robinson and Robert Busey of
Missoula, regular students at the State
University, are attending summer
school.
Mary Dougherty ,a graduate of Mon
tana State Normal College/ and «
teacher at Florence, is in attendance
at the State University this summer.

TEA SATURDAY AFTERNOON

First Presbyterian church — South

First Church of Christ S c ie n tist-

Corner Pine and Pattee streets. Sun Fifth west and Myrtle streets. Rev.
Fisher Joins English Department
day service, 10 a. m. Midweek service, David E. Jackson. Sunday , school,
9:45 a. m.; Adult Bible class, 10 a. m.;
To Conduct Class in Modern Novel Wednesday, 8 p. m.

Helen Gleason of the Department M
Home Economics has a charming
cabin on an island in Holland laka|
Miss Gleason will be hostess Saturday
afternoon a t her island home to thd
excursionists. This will be one of thi
pleasant, restful features of the stay!
at the lake.

Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Martinson, ’29j
Miss Fay Kirkpatrick, English in
St. Paul English Lutheran C h u rc h of W hitehall, were visitors in Missoula
Corner Brooks and Grand streets, one structor a t Dillon, has enrolled in the
over
the week-end.
block west of high school. Rev. O. M. State University for the summer.

Thursday Evening
(
Public Appearance of Musician Was
Not One of Hectare-Recitals
Scheduled for Snnimer
A comparatively large and excep
tionally appreciative audience heard
Prof. John Crowder of the State Uni
versity School of Music give a public
recital last Thursday evening in the
auditorium of Main hall. The recital
was open to all summer school stu
dents and townspeople.
The Thursday recital was not one
of the series of six lectures to
given by Professor Crowder a t the
studio of Dean DeLoss Smith for sum
mer students and townspeople holding
visitors’ tickets. The first of that
series was given last Wednesday eve
ning and the development of music
from the twelfth century to the eigh
teenth was traced by Professor Crow
der. The other five lectures dealing
with outstanding musical figures of
the nineteenth century including
Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin and
Brahms, will be given each Thursday
evening beginning June 30. At the lec
ture-recitals Professor Crowder will
give an estimate of the contribution of
each and will play some of their major
works.
Marguerite Colliton, a graduate of
Montana State Normal College, is re
maining here through the summer ses
sion. Miss Collitpn’s home is in Sweetgrass. She is working in the history
department.

Have You Some
Perplexing Problem?
At teacher— veteran or novice— as administrative officer— as school board
member— has there developed some phase of your work which presents an
an n o y in g question? Teaching methods, systems of administration, ways and
means of finance— each of these presents its own pnzzle. Yon will find its
solution somewhere in the list of courses offered in

The Summer Session This Year
Consult the schedule of courses in the School of Education— in this list
you will find the opportunity to discover the answer to the question which is
puzzling you. In this list you will find a number of courses dealing with “ related
subjects” which possess special interest. These courses have been arranged to
meet, as far as possible, every phase of the problems which face the teacher.
It is a broad field— but the scope of the courses recognizes this fact— they will
help solve questions of all whose desire is to make effective the educational
work in Montana.
EXPERIENCED EDUCATORS IN CHARGE
Men and women, experienced by training and practice, comprise the summersession staff of the School of Education. The regular work of the courses, sup
plemented by the conferences which are easily possible, give added value to
the work in this department The work has been so planned that the student
may register for a six-weeks period or for the full length of the summer quar
ter, nine weeks. In addition to this scheduled work, there has been arranged a
MONTANA CONFERENCE ON EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS
July 11, 12, 13, 14

The 1932
School for Writers
Offers even a finer opportunity than in previous years for
novices as well as for writers of experience. The work will
be under the general direction of H. G. Merriam, head of
the Department of English and editor of The Frontier. He
will be assisted by other members of the English staff and
the plan of the school is for the production of" literary
material of finished quality. Supplementing the general sum
mer work will be the

Annual Conference for Writers
July 18 to 20, during which there will be present such writers
of national reputation as
DR. FRANK B. LINDERMAN

GRACE STONE COATES

JOHN ASHE, whose literary service bureau at Seattle has
been of such great service to new writers.

This conference has been carefully planned. Its sessions are specifically
designated, but each of them will prove interesting to all teachers and school
administrators. The sessions have been listed as follows;
: Monday morning, July 11— Administrative Problems
Monday afternoon— Financial Problems
Tuesday morning, July 12— Administrative Problems
Tuesday afternoon— Elementary Education, Vocational Education
Wednesday morning, July 13— Tests and Measurements
Wednesday afternoon— Secondary Education
Thursday morning, July 14— Educational and Vocational Guidance
Thursday afternoon— Higher Education
DISTINGUISHED LEADERS
Leaders in this conference include some of the best-known and high-ranking
educators in the United States. Amongst those who will take part a re .
President L. D. Coffman of the University of Minnesota
Chancellor M. A. Brannon of the University of Montana
President C. H. Clapp of the State University of Montana
State Superintendent Elizabeth Ireland of Montana
Director J. R. Coxen of the U. S. Board of Vocational Education
Members of the faculty of the School of Education will also participate and
irt the-discussions on vocational education, F. H. Robinson, supervisor of voca
tional education at Helena, and H. F. Kauffman, instructor in agriculture at the
Flathead county high school, will offer practical suggestions.

Regionalism in literature will be emphasized in this course
and it is hoped that much hitherto hidden material will be
unearthed and given the prominence which it merits. Effort
will be made to develop stories and verse which will be
worthy of publication in The Frontier and other magazines
which are doing much to preserve regional material in per
manent literary form.

COURSES FOR TEACHERS
June 20 to July 29; July 11 to August 19; June 20 to August 19

The conference offers— and this has direct and important
bearing upon regionalism— a

FREEMAN DAUGHTERS

Glacier Park Excursion as Finale
July 21-24

State University of M ontana
Summer Session, 1932

Dean o f School o f Education

